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4I2TTROT5TJC ’ION
Records of many year 3 .shorn very clearly that one
of the main causes of failure in the business v/orld is a
lack of experience and sound informat x on. Zducat onal in-
stitutions and r. odern bu sines s nen ore trying to rawed3T the
situation,. Their efforts have greatly ailed the bin businesess,
but; unfortuna tel.
,
as yet the small business ' 3 s been
frightfully ignored. Yet, riillio s of individuals depend
upon small business for their very existence. Tkus, the small
men’s ready-to-wear retail stores, the subject of my dis-
cussion, have suffered m: py failures because they lacked
practical information on the operation of the stores.
Several books have been published discussing t’is problem,
out they did not take into consideration all aspects of
operating an apparel store.
Many of these small men’s r eady-to-" rear retail
stares have been trying to operate for many years mithou
t
any kind, of contr 1 jver their stocks. Many lave attempted
to manage without any systems or records. These individuals
have been risking their investments, because they have been
operation on guess work and not on facts, because they have
not kept a control telling them the s idlest things— such
as what stock is on hand, what stock is ^n order, and what
has been 3 old in a given period of time—many of them have
suffered sever losses; and, should this situation continue.
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5many more will fail. The retailer should have a model
system to follow; and, if he has one, he should he able to
analyze it. It is necessary to find the control plan that
can be used in all small men’s ready-to-wear retail stores,
a plan which would be the basis of operation. And that is
my problem.
The process of organizing such a plan is indeed
difficult, since so little planning of this sort has ever
been done. Since new knowledge of any kind can only be
acquired by using previously acquired knowledge as a basis,
I can create a new system only by considering old ones.
Thus, I can approach my subject only by considering the
systems which have boon previously constructed—especially
tho3 e which have been recommended for the bigger businesses.
3o, before any recommendations can bo made, it will be
necessary to analyze those plans recommended and used by large
department stores and the few systems set up for the specialty
stores an' other small retail stores.
Ferely theorizing does not guarantee success for
many reasons. A system applicable to conditions of a larger
business may be inefficient when adapting it on a smaller
scale. Then, too, many ideas which have been expressed on
paper have been found to be too idealized when put into actual
use. Also, a system is useless unless the manager interprets
it to apply to his own particular business and its problems.
Ty problem will bo divided into six main sections.

The first ’-/ill discuss the type of men's wear store which
can he aided by a control system. Part two "’ill explain the
purpose, airs, and shortcomings of merchandise control. The
following section will tell how to organize the merchandise
control, using the easiest possible methods. Then there will
follow a discussion of control systems which are actually
in use in retail stores. The concluding section is perhaps
the most important of all, since it will show the applica-
bility of the systems described in the other sections to the
small men’s wear store. It will also analyze all other possi-
bilities.
It is my hope that this thesis will be of value
in establishing successful small ready-to-wear stores, and so,
in its own small way, prevent economic waste.
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7PART I.
CLAS3IFICATI01IS OF 31/aLL ITN'S "'EAR STORES
before trying to find a solution to the problem,
let us define a small men’s wear 3tore. The U. 3. Depart-
ment of Commerce in their manual Establishing and Operating
an Apparel Store says, "A small men’s wear store is a store
having less than $50,000 in sales.'* In my efforts to find
such a store, I discovered that this type of establishment
generally does not exist in the outskirts of a city. Those
that do exist do approximately $50.00 a day. With the
average 3ale being around $5.00, this store makes about ten sales
a day.
Upon interviewing various individuals to find out
whether or not the buyers of these local stores know what
is on hand, what has been sold, what is on order, etc., I
learned that the buyers, who in most cases wore the owners
also, find it very easy to keep a check on their merchandise.
They know what is selling and what is not selling for the
following reasons;—
1) They are on the floor at all times.
2) The number of sales is so small during the
week that it is easy to keep track.
The buyer in this small store buys only the basic
merchandise, mostly men’s furnishings. Furnishings generally
sell faster than men's clothing. The buyer knows the reorder
period of each manufacturer and approximately how much of

each type of merchandise he sells each week. If the mer-
chandise does not sell, he usually takes a markdown and
does not reorder this merchandise again. He knows from
experience how each type of merchandise will sell, and he
buys accordingly. He knows that his market is affected "by
the fact that people outside his district who wish to purchase
men's clothing will go to the nearest town or city. There they
can shop around and choose from a greater variety of goods.
The question arises, "What if this store buys a great variety
of merchandise? Will the people outside the store’s district
come into this store’s district to shop?" This author does
not believe so; for if an individual is going outside his
district, he will v/ant to shop from one store to another,
preferring a thickly settled business area to one where there
are very few stores. Then, too, the person who is going to
shop around usually shops only for men’s clothing, but very
rarely shops for men’s furnishings, as the styles in men’s
furnishings are about the 3ame. If this store takes in more
merchandise in the men’s clothing line, it will have to forego
some of its basic stock in the men’s furnishing line. In
so doing, sales in this department will lag. Then, the buyer
cannot expand his men’s clothing and men’s furnishings depart-
ments, as he generally does not have the capital with which
to do so.
The store cannot cut its prices on nationally
known merchandise, as the markup will not be large enough
to keep him in business; and even if he does lower his prices

to ^ain a larger number of customers, it will usually be
the people living in the vicinity of the store that will buy*
The outsiders who are looking for cut prices will usually
go into town in the basement of some store to buy the merchan-
dise. They will prefer the regular men's wear department if the
want quality merchandise and service plus the backing of the
large department store.
The trouble with this kind of small store is that it
is too close to to city and, therefore, does not get the
business from the surrounding towns; for people will either shop
in tl eir own vicinity or go into town to shop. The sales are
so few that the buyers of these stores know from first hand
knowledge just what is being 3old, and they can buy accordingly.
Expansion in these stores, even if the owner has
enough money, is out of the question, as the store itself is
not lar w e enough to accommodate more merchandise. If more
merchandise were brought in, it would clutter up the place;
and this author believes that sales would be lost, because goods
could not be located easily. Furthermore, the store's appear-
ance would be unattractive.
It is, therefore, this author's conclusion that, in
a small men's wear store doing less than a g50,000 a 3*ear
business, no formal control system Is necessary for the follow-
ing reasons:
1} The buyer is on the floor at all times; and.
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therefore, he knows customers and merchandise.
2) Sales each day are too few to keep extensive
records
.
3) Sales will not "be increased by increasing mer-
chandise; as people in surrounding' districts would either
prefer to shop in their own district where there are similar
stores, or they would rather go into tov/n to shop where there
is more variety and where other errands can be attended to.
4) liore merchandise cannot be taken into a store
not large enough to allow for 3uch expansion.
5) Expansion is also out of the question, as there
is usually not sufficient capital with which to risk enlarg-
ing without assurance of the result.
iince the 3tore, for the above reasons, does not
need any formal control over the stock, that type of store
will be eliminated from a further discussion in this thesis.
This thesis will concentrate on small men’s wear stores having
sales volume of between *.50,000 and $200,000. These stores
are located in small cities or towns or outside the shopping
districts in large cities. They have the room and the capital
to expand a little, if the occasion arises. These stores
have no set clientele like the very small men’s wear store,
biit rather depend upon transients. They rely upon the
reputation of the store, its merchandise, an! the store ad-
vertising; also, of course, upon the attractiveness of the
store
.
In this type of store, the daily sales run from
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$200.00 to $600.00, with the average sale about $20.00. This
is due to the fact that the emphasis in these stores in on
selling the goods of high unit price, such as suits, topcoats,
and overcoats.
These stores have four, five, and soretir.es six
salesmen on the floor, besides the buyer. In stores of this
type, some sort of unit control system is necessary for:
1) The buyer cannot keep touch with every sale,
because so many people are selling.
2) The customers are from so many different local-
ities or parts of the city that it is hard to find out who
the regular clientele is.
3) A greater variety of merchandise is needed, 30
that the buyer, if he has no records, has to take a constant
count if he wishes to know what merchandise is on hand and
what has been sold.
4) The buyer also has to know what is on order
and incoming. There are so many articles on order or incoming
that a constant record must be kept if he wishes to keep
accurate records. In the case of the very small men’s wear
store, there are not too many goods that are on order or
incoming. A mental record, therefore, can be kept.
Though this author believes that a simple unit
control system should be kept in small men’s wear stores doing
a 3ales volume of $50,000 to $200,000, he feels there is an
exception to the rule. This exception is the store that is
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by one family. ' he ther or not it be 'rhe im. edi.te f ily
rel >tive i:; not important
.
In this type of store, each
ber is assigned a section iere he or she has full juris-
dietion* That membwr is the “buyer Tor that lep irtment and
also the salesman. h'ith the store broken up into a number
of small departments, the owner does not have to keep ex-
tensive records, except for goods rece ved and s ales . "'his
author cites this exception, as he has encounter edsuch a
store in the downtown district of Boston* T1 is store is doing
a 3500,00 business a year and has no records, save for those
stated. This type of project can be very successful, for the
owner assumes that the members of his organization are honest
and can be depended upon. This owner has given the working
members a share in the business, which, cf oourse, is an
incentive to produce.
In the other small men’s wear stores; however, this
sys : sm cannot e u ed for these reasons;
1) The buyer cannot keen a constant check on the
salesmen to see that they are doing their job.
2) The salesmen are only interested in making a
sale and will not be bothered to keep a check on what type of
merchandise is being sold.
3) The salesman are apt to forget what business
they did by the end of the day.
It is this type of store that needs some sort of
a control system, for the buyer here, because of his lack
of records, will never know the following*
..
13
1) What is on hand.
2) 7/hat is on order.
3) What has been sold.
4) What is incoming.
5) Which merchandise is selling the fastest.
6) What style is sealing the fastest.
7) What should be reordered.
3) What should be marked down.
9) What is the best price line.
10) What colors are selling best this year.
It is my opinion that a unit stock control is
needed in a store of this size. The stock control has to
be simple and yet complete; for the buyer i3 in charge of the
entire store, and he needs to have the information as compact
as possible, so that an analysis can be made quickly. A
dollar control is not necessary, for a buyer computes this open-
ing stock by units, the total of which gives him the dollar
figure. Pie reorders according to his needs.

P.iRT II
THE PURPOSE OF II3RCKAKDISE CUIITROL
The purpose of merchandise control is to keep stocks
balanced according to sales by items. (1) In order to achieve
this purpose, an adequate sort of system has to be developed.
This system is, however, not the control. A system is an or-
ganized method of assembling a^d recording significant merchan-
dising facts. The control enters into the picture when these
facts are interpreted and used. The system, therefore, is a
means to an end, not an end in itself. A store can have an ex-
cellent system; but, if the buyer can not interpret the records,
tie system is useless.
A properly operated merchandise control rill do the
following things; (2)
1. It will keep stock properly balanced. Goods thst
are selling the best will be stocked to a greater extent than
the ot'or goods. Goods that are not selling at a rapid rate
will not be stocked very much. In balancing stock, great
consideration is given to facts such as amount of sales per
reek, the delivery date, etc. I any sales have been lost be-
cause departments have been doing 70% of their business on
30% of their stock.
2. It will avoid excessive markdown s . by knowing
what the customers want to buy and how much of it they want,
(1) Merchandise Control Manual, I erohandise anagers* Division
of h.R.D.G.A.
(2) ibid.
.'
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needless markdown s can "be avoided.
3.
It will increase the rate of turnover. by know-
ing what and how to order according to the customers' wants,
the store's sales can "be increased^ and so the rate of turn-
over can he increased. The rate of turnover, however, may “be
low if the manufacturer can fill only one order during a sea-
son, as is sometimes the case in men's clothing.
4.
It will encourage discrimination in "buying.
Knowing the customers' likes and dislikes will govern the
purchasing of certain goods. The result will "be less waste
in "buying.
5.
It will keep stock clean and fresh. This is
accomplished by knowing the rate of sales and the reorder
delivery period.
An important thing to be remembered in any control
system is that the system is merely a guide and should be
tempered with the buyer's knowledge. No buyer should be
forced to follow a system, and he should not have to adhere
to records. He should be allowed to alter tie recommendations
in the light of other facts, such as past and present con-
ditions. It should be emphasized that no matter how good the
system is, the buyer should be able to interpret and analyse it.
Garl Past has summarized the purpose, aims, and
shortcomings of control under twenty captions. They include
nearly everything that can be said regarding merchandise
control. (1)
(1) ' erchandise Control I.anual
,
merchandise managers' Division
of U.R.D.Gr.A.
,
pa. es 8 - 11.

is k
Namely, I quote?
"First: ’Control’ means direction of action, not
records, figures, visible indexes, ’checking list’, ’perpetual
inventories’, or ’stock hooks’. Stock control compels logical
action, on stock and sales fact3. The value of knowledge lie3
in its application; and no natter how great is an array of facts,
figures and records, the results obtained v/ill depend upon their
correct interpretation and use. Stock control is not provided
by merely giving buyers facts and figures and leaving them to
be interpreted, or ignored - as the buyers choose.
Second: To control stock we must control orders, for
stock is merely a consequence of orders. Only by compelling
correct orders guided only by conditiohs of stock is action
taken too late. Such information as stock gives is secondary
except as it nay measure sales by stock balances.
Third: In stock control goods on order must be con-
sidered in the sane category as goods in stock, for they are
provided, and the same need can not be provided for twice.
Compelling the punctual and correct shipment of goods ordered
is a routine step in sound business, quite apaht fro:' stock
control
.
Fourth: Stock control governs the quantity currently
provided of each item as measured by tine, by its current speed
of selling, and the quantity provided at each replenishment
must change with each observable change in its selling speed.
Governing this year’s quantity by last year’s sales-speed or by
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assuming any ’average’ sales-speed will not provide correct
stock control.
Fifth: True stock control governs the quantity of each
needed size, color, price, odor, flavor, scent or maintained
design of each article as a ’stock item’, a reorder need. If
any two sizes, colors, etc., can he satisfactorily substituted
for each other, one of them is not needed in stock. But every
needed size, color, etc., must he reordered when it Is low,
not after a lot of other sizes, colors, etc., have also sold
' low*
.
Sixth: It is impossible to determine when any items
are ’low’, except by relating three facts: (a) how long it will
take for delivery or reorder; (b) how fast it is now selling;
(c) how many pieces are now left on hand and on order.
Seventh: TTo item sells at any constant speed. Gusto1 er
demand fluctuates considerably quite apart from ’season’ items.
Hence, the most recent evidence of an item’s sale-speed is the
safest evidence on which to control its supply, modified only
when considering strictly ’seasonal’ or 'promoted' items,
specially priced and advertised, actually, these latter rep-
resent only a small minority of the Items carried.
Eighth: An item is logically ’low’ on the day when
it has sold down to a quantity which, at its present sales-
speed, will last during the time usually required to get the
delivery of a reorder, plus a reasonable surplus to meet an
unexpected spurt In sales or a possible delay in delivery.
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Ninth: In calculating needed quantities the differen-
ces in delivery periods can host ho considered in weeks, as ’one
week delivery,' ' two weeks,' etc. Nut t'~ e delivery period planned
must provide for all the processes of writing and / ailin t' e or-
der, its time in reaching the shipper, its 'picking'
,
packing and
shipping, its time in transit, t’^e receiving and checking-in,
the pricing and price-marking and getting t '0 goods 'on the s^elf’.
If obtained from another city, no mutter how near, a minimum
period of two ’ueeks' delivery must he allowed for, wit - longer
periods for wore listant points, by freight, etc.
Tenth, Reordering or replenishing any item or assort-
ment of items at stated times or periods is illogical, since no
item sells at a constant speed, nor will any assortment of items,
like a flock of sheep, all reach the same (low) point at the sane
time. Such 'periodical' reordering must cause some items to lose
sale by being 'out', because reordered too lute, while ot ers must
be over-stocked. If 'periodical' replenishing is necessary, the
periods should be no longer than one week, or lost sales are cer-
tain. Further, fixing a stated period between reorders artificial-
ly but actually increases the 'time of delivery' and compels heavier
stocks, in determining an item's 'low' point.
Eleventh: Planning and maintaining fixed 'model stock'
quantities of the respective items is equally illogical, since
every item’s quantity should, as fur as possible, change In cor-
rect ratio to any change in t’^e selling-speed. Planning logical
'assort’ eats' is indispensable to good merchandising, that is.
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planning the lines, ranges and sizes of tie i tens to he carried,
"but the quantities to he carried of each nust he governed solely
hy current sales -der and.
Twelfth: An item that is not to he reordered cannot
he controlled. Annual irport orders, ' once-aseason buys’ or
'special sale' purchases are pure speculations to he guided only
hy the data available fr on. t c previous speculation. This also
applies to excess quantities of 'regular' items our chased for
Christmas or Easter selling.
Thirteenth: The word 'staple' is a misleading and
relative term, and should not he used in stock control. An item
is 'maintainable, ' ( reorderahle ) or not. How r any tires it
will he reordered will he determined only hy cus to- er-demand.
Fourteenth: Items v/hich must he purchased in any
artibrarily lore quantity to 'get a price,' a 'quantity discount,'
in a 'minimum shipment,' in 'case-lots' or fixed assortments, can-
not he truly controlled nor carried in ' balanced’ stocks, buy-
ing what we don't need in order to get what we do neb 1 defeats
t e our pose of stock control.
Fifteenth: 'Quantity discounts' ore rarely profitable.
If the extra quantity which must he purchased slows down an
iter's normal turnover speed as much as one third, the extra dis-
count must exceed ton per cent in order to show a real savings.
This is demons table hy plain arithmetic, measuring 'gross in-
core’ or _ross profit lost on the . erchandise investment compared
to the discount earned int the longer period, with the hirer stock.
..
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Six teen t’-'j !fo r attor how slowly an Item sells. It is
impossible to maintain it continuously in stock if it is per'- itted
to sell lower than two pieces before being reordered. For one
subtracted from one loaves nothing, no matter how seldom subtract-
ed. It is more logical, and better mere ^ardising to ’sell from
sample,’ taking special orders, than to ’stock’ a single piece, or
’ one-on -size
.
’ Any article too hazardous to carry continuously
is probably too hazardous to carry at all.
Seventeenth: Real profit cores from continuously
supplying co; tuously v/anted items through timely and correct re-
orders. Profits come chiefly from reorders, ! arkdowns from ’first
bu s y .
’
Eighteenth: Even in constantly changing style erchan-
dise like ready-to wear or millinery, there is something which
must be constantly reordered. It is price line, ajor or general
color or style, and size. These are assortment characteristics
and rust be continuously and correctly maintained, oven trough
the individual characteristics, or minor design detail, may change
with every reorder—and generally do.
Nineteenth: No system, giving only figures and facts
of dollars, groups or classifications, each figure representing
several separately needed items, can provide or muide stock con-
trol. ’ e must take proper care of the needed ite’-s; then the
totals, of
;
roups
,
classifications, or the dollars they represent,
will take care of themselves. Every item needed in an assortment
rust be acted upon 'hen action is needed to keep it in stock,
•* .
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»
also every iter not needed, as soon as it is shown to e un-
necessary.
prise two things. Firsts t 1 0 simplest, easiest c eanest reans
possible for shoring, regarding every needed iter, its present
sales -speed and t 0 quantity now in stock and on order, when-
is ’low’ or /ken it is ' sloa,' Second: the sirplest oossiole
reans for interpreting fror: these figures, the correct action
to he taken, \vl ich interpretation rust govern alVt e buying,
regardless of opinions or previous or'-; 3 in v‘ . inly
other known facts should he per. itted to offset t'-is correct
interpretation of stock and sales facts .
"
Twen tie th : A true syster of stock control rust c or
-
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X>RT III
HCT’ TO OP.GTMI-E A i' TlfM fTT E C01TTR0L
Merchandise control can he broken up into two phases.
Ono is planning by means of dollars and percentages; the other
is planning by units, that is, number of items in each range
by orice, size, style, colors, type, etc.
In planning by ,dollars there are two methods used.
One is the cost method where the inventories are taken at cost
and the purchases are accumulated at cost; the amount and per-
centage of markup on purchases are not calculated. ITo markdowns
are recorded, and the stock on hand and gross profit are not
i
known until another inventory is taken.
he other method is known as the retail method. In
this system, inventories are taken at retail; tv e purchases are
accumulated at cost and retail; theamount and percentage of
markup on purchases are calculated at retail per invoice and
accumulated for all 1 purchases far the month; markdowns are re-
corded. at retail; and the end of the month stock at retail
and the gross profit are calculated monthly.
Jhrom the description a ove, it can be seen that the
dollar plan of control is a budget. The budget or dollar plann-
ing requires the buyer or the merchandise manager to analyze
past performances and rake decisions on operat \ons which have
proved, successful and those operations which have proved un-
satisfactory. The budget ci* dollar planning requires the
buyer to project his operations into the future and to set down
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standards of performance which
,
it la hoped, will give a net
profit. The net profit is planned to give a larger net profit
than the preceding year. This does not r.iean that there will
he a uniform increase in sales and profit for each line; "but
that there will he an overall increase in sales in most lines,
thus resulting in an overall increase in profits.
It must he remembered also t 1 at the dollar plan is
just a plan. It is not a guarantee, hut rather an estimation
of ,,rhat will happen. Usually, the plan has to he altered
several times during the season, depending upon the conditions
that exist in the market.
he gudget
In planning the budget, the following items have to
he considered: (1)
1. dales - This represents the volume of business
minus customers’ returns. In other words, this is total net
sales
.
2. Inventory - Inventory is a record of the merchan-
dise that is on hand. This record can he obtained through a
physical count, which is usually taken after the first six
months and at the end of the year. It can also he figured on
the basis of the retail method - by the use of the hook inven-
tory. The hook inventory is a record attained from invoices,
and this record is used to show both the kind and amount
(1) Establishing and Operating an Apparel Store , U.S.Dept.
of Commerce, I anuaX 'Series Ho. 3T2.
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of merchandise on hand, on order, and sold. This record is
brought into agreement with the physical count "by assuming thi t
the differences are either shortages or overages in 3tock.
3. Turnover - This represents the rate at which stock
is sold and replaced over a specific period of time. There are
two methods of getting the turnover figure. One is the retail
method; the othor is the cost method. In the retail method, the
figure is obtained by dividing sales by the average retail stock.
In the cost method, the figure is obtained by dividing the cost
of the goods sold by the average inventory at retail. (The
average inventory is obtained by adding the beginning invento-
ry and the ending inventory and dividing by two. If the inven-
tory is taken every month, the average inventory is obtained
by dividing the sun of the year’s inventories by thirteen.)
4. Initial Markup and Markup Percentage - The initid
markup is the difference between the retail price and the total
cost of the goods. The markup percentage is obtained by divi-
ding the markup by the retail price of the goods.
5.
Markdown and Markdown Percentage - The markdown
is the amount of reduction of the retail price. The markdown
percentage is obtained by dividing the markdown by the sales
figure
.
6. Cumulative Markup - This is the markup on all
purchases for a given period of time.
7. Gross Margin - The net difference, expressed in
dollars, between the cost of the goods sold (after deducting
purchase discounts) and the net sales gives the amount of gross
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margin.
8. Gross Margin Percentage - The amount of gross
margin divided by sales is the margin percentage.
Io organizing a plan, it must be remembered that
it should be just as simple as possible. Some of the plans
used by department stores are: (1)
1* The six nonth plan. There are two major pur-
poses in setting up the six month plan. The plan helps the
buyer regulate his purchases for the different periods, and it
gives the controller an idea of the amount of revenue which
may be expected from each department of the store and the
amount of working capital which each department will need
during the period. In this plan, the major figures to be used
as a guide for the operation of a department are:
a. --j a 1 e s .
b. Stocks at the beginning and at the end of the
period.
c. Percent of the initial markup.
d. The percent of the markdown.
By using this plan the retailer can see how this
year’s figures compare with last year’s, and to see whether
or not the figures for this year have to bo revised. This
is a plan where oo-operation from the buyer, the merchandise
(1) Fri, Retail Merchandising (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1925),
L>
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manager, and the financial or control division is needed for
success; this plan is evolved to balance revenue against
expenditure. Therefore, all facts rust be known before the
budget can be put into effect.
2. Planned Sales. In planning sales, the follow-
ing factors should be carefully considered:
a. The normal rate of growth of the business. This
is obtained through past experiences.
b. Allowances for local or internal conditions
which nay affect the 3ales of the department. In 30r:e stores
the management deducts a percentage factor of safety from the
planned sales before using them in the operating budget. This
practice defeats the major purpose of a merchandise plan,
which is to lay down beforehand, as nearly as possible, the
expected operation of a department or store. The planned sales
for the year should be a careful estimate based upon the rate
of growth established in previous years, and modified by a
study of the immediate situation in wholesale and retail trade
and the internal condi ton of the department or store. (1)
c. The adjustment of the estimate for the period
that it covers in accordance with the prospective conditions
in general business.
d. The experience of the present year to date under
the effect of general economic conditions.
(1) Fri, Retail Merchandising (Hew York: Prentice-Hall, 1925).

o. The change in the general level of prices or
the average price per unit of merchandise. (A lower volume
of sales caused "by lower prices can he compensated hy an
increase in the number of units sold.)
Some stores plan their 3ales the sane as the year
before. Then, if sales do increase, the open- to-buy is simply
increased by that amount. This insures a reserve of purchase
allotment and also prevents an overstocked condition.
3. Planned Markdowns. In planning markdowns, the
amount and percentage of markdown for a period depends upon
previous experience, merchandise policy, upward or downward
trend of prices, an^ the general condition of the stock on
hand as the result of careful buying and judicious pricing.
Markdowns are planned, because a decrease in the amount of
markdowns offers one of the best means of increasing the net
profit figure; and planned markdowns encourage buyers to
study past performances. Studying past performances leads
to an analysis of the causes of the markdown and how t 1 ese
causes can be remedied.
4. Planned Stock. One of the main reasons why
markdowns take place i3 that the buyers have overstocked at
certain periods of the season. If the stocks were planned
and purchases made accordingly, markdowns would be decreased
and stocks would be turned over more readily. If the buyer
analyzed his previous stock, he would find out when to stock
heavily and when to stock lightly. Of course, there are some
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other major factors which the buyer has to analyze, for
these factors contribute to the success or failure of the
store. Some of then are:
a. The general economic condition of the commun-
ity.
b. The possibility of quick style changes which
will leave stocks of undesirable merchandise, and, in turn,
leave small purchasing power for the new style development.
c. The possibility of quick price change and
3udden breaks in the market caused by reduction in the cost
of material, labor, or surplus stock unloaded by manufactur-
ers and wholesalers.
d. The changeable weather.
These are some of the plans used by stores in getting
the regular budget. Some of these plans are in effect for a
year; and sore, for weeks. In planning by years, the following
items are taken into account: (1)
a. Sales by month.
b. Rate of stock turnover for each month of season.
c. Percentage of markups on purchases for the season.
d. Percentage of mar kdowns to sales by the month.
Some stores find it more advantageous to plan by
weeks for they can adjust their plans more easily for actual
performance s by comparing with the planned figures four tiies
a month, it shows the following: (2)
(1) Fri, Retail Merchandising (UewYork: Prentice-Kali, 1925)
(2) ibid.
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a. The a mount of money that departments plane to
spend.
b. The approximate pros s margin or maintained markup.
c. The sales or income.
In planning by dollars, it should he remembered that
the plan only represents hopeful accomplishments and not
results. It is only an ideal, a goal to reach for.
Unit Stock Control
In planning by units, a record is kept or a summary
is made of sales, purchases, and stock on hand for each item
of merchandise; but this is only half the control. As Arthur
" r
. Einstein has said in defining Unit Stock Control, "I like
to think of Unit Stock Control as a method of assembling
departmental statistics, and then using the information with
judgment and Imagination." (1) In other words, no matter how
many records a buyer might have or how good the stock system
is, it is only as good as the buyer himself or the one who
interprets the recards.
A.unit stock control system should be as simply as
possible; for, especially in a am 11 men’s wear store, the cost
of operating the system should be as low as possible. The •
important facts should stand out; one should not need to grope
to find them.
The simplest type of unit control system records what
stock you own, ’"hat you have on order, and what you have sold
(1) Arthur Einstein, The Ctory of Unit Control ( Tiew York:
iTat’l detail Ury Ooods Assn., 1947) page' i.
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in a given period of tin®. The system consists of the
record itself, sources of information for the record, and
summaries of this record. The record itself may be of a
summary nature; or it may consist of classifications, price
lines, color, size, material, sales, and stock. Planning
purchases by items s bov/s the amount to spend for each classi-
fication of merchandise.
A stock control is used for the following purposes:
1. To indicate what merchandise to reorder, in
what quantity, and at what prices.
2
.
To bring attention to merchandise that has good
sales promotion and profit possibilities.
3. To check detailed phases of changing demand,
such as color and price line.
4. To keep assortments right for customer selection.
5. To reveal and control slow selling items in
t.iae
.
6. To call attention to merchandise which is returned
to stores, noting who the manufacturer is.
'Tow let us turn to organizing a control. The first
step in organizing a unit control system is to decide what
is needed in the control. If, for instance, the control is
in the pants department, we may need to know all the price
ranges and sizes; whether they are boys 1 or men’s pants; whether
they are short, regular or long; what material they are made
of, etc. The first step, then, is the merchandise classification.
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getting all the information that is needed to make the records
conple te
.
The next step is collecting sales data to find out
what stock has been sold and what stock is still on hand.
There are four different methods that can be used in obtaining
this information. It can be obtained either by
1. A stub system.
2. A tally system.
3. A record of inventory and receipts.
4. A reorder tickler system.
Each system will now be explained briefly.
1. The Stub System.
The stub system is nothing more than a record of
the articles sold. It does not tell the stock on hand or the
stock on order. The stock on hand and the stock on order
are recorded on a card or a sheet of paper having enough room
to record the sales. The sales record is secured by removing
the stubs from the price ticket on the merchandise when the
article is sold.
The stub system is usually found in a department
having a fairly high average sale. It is not good in a depart-
ment having a large volume of sales with a low average sale,
for the increased number of stubs require too much time to
count. Also, if the salesperson is very busy, he may forget
to take the stub off tho ticket, or he may lose it and thereby

lose the record of that article. A fairly constant checking
of the inventory is necessary to make sure wh t has keen sold
and what is on hand.
2. The Tally Gy 3 tern,
A tally is a piece of paper or an envelope used by
the sales person for the purpose of recording sales. When the
envelope is uoed, the duplicate sales slips are put inside as
a further check. Usually, the classification, the style
number, the amount, an *1 the price are recorded.
The tally system can he used in practically any
department as long as price tickets are on the merchandise.
It is used extensively in departments having low or medium
average sales.
A great advsntage is that the buyer or the salesperson
can tell at a glance what items have not sold. Also, by this
means, the buyer can keep a record of whether or not the
salespeople are improving. If a salesperson is not improving,
the buyer can investigate to find out why.
3. Stock Count System,
The tally system is used as long as price tickets
are on the merchandise; therefore, a system has to be devised
to handle the merchandise that does not have price tickets.
The stofik count system serves this purpose.
This is the system used by most chain stores. This
system is used to best advantage when securing a control record
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on iter"3 that .re very lov; in price and sell in groat quan-
tities. The items ! ould he stable in character.
To secure the s les record on this system, and in-
ventory has to he taken, whether it he eekly, monthly, or
otherwise. The record of sales is secured between two in-
ventory periods by us in.a the following formula; Inventory of
an item at the beginning of a period plus receipts of the item
into stock during the period minus inventory of the item
at the end of the period equals salsa for that 'eriod.
Since this system requires inventory taking, a sur-
ficient reserve stock must he always on hand to keep from
running out of the goods. And since this sy tern deals mainly
with the staple goods, a large supply can he kept on hand. (1)
4 . The Tickler System
The ticklor system is similar to the stock count
system. In the tickler system, however, reocorders of
articles of merchandise are recorded as received into stock.
It is important to konw the reorder period in order to buy
the proper quantity of an item.
The tickler system also allots certain quantities of
each item in the reserve stock bin as a reminder to reorder
an item.
In order to have ay of these systems work, it is
very important to train the neople who are to supply the
needed statistics, hone of these systems will work -dthout
the adequately trained, cooperative, and efficient person-
(1) .\r':hur Einstein, The btory of nit Control (New York;
Nat’l Retail Dry Goods Assn., 1947, pa~e 3.
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nel to carry them out. These people have to he trained to
tear off the stubs and deposit them in the proper place, record
the sales accurately on the tally, take accurate inventories,
and nark each article correctly and accurately. If these people
are not trained to do their jobs accurately, the entire system
is ruined no matter how ^ood the setup is.
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PART IV
Row to Use a Merchandise Control
So far the discussion has concerned the problems
faced by the snail men’s wear store in getting the right
merchandise into the store at the right time and at the right
place, the different phases of merchandise control, and the
method of organizing a merchandise control. ./e now turn to
the problem of how to use a control, taking into consideration
dollar control and unit stock control. It must be remembered
that, although we have been discussing the two different kinds
of controls that could bo used in a sr.ial nen’s wear store,
nothing has been decided as yet as to which of the two controls
recommended are needed. Before making any such recommendations,
it is necessary to explain each phase of merchandise control.
That is the object of this section.
Dollar Control
In studying merchandise control^ two things should
be remembered: the ends to be accomplished; and the methods by
which these ends are to be realized, i.e. how to go about
obtaining business. If these two things are emphasized, there
will not be any random guesses as to the amount of increase
in sales for the coming year, the amount of future markdowns,
or the amount of future increases in turnover. These things
would be thought through and definitely determined beforehand.
Some department and specialty stores, according to a

3G
survey by the TT.R.D. Gr.A
. ,
have dropped planning r for they
have cone to the conclusion that some lines will show a de-
crease in sales; 3one lines will tend to stay at a certain
level; and sone lines will show an increase in sales and in net
profit, the increase resulting from many factors beyong the
control of the store itself. They have decided that all they
have to do is to find out these tendencies. A budgdb, therefore,
is not necessary. They are depending upon their ability to
find a line that shows a profit and stick with that line. In
other words, they are trusting to luck. These stores have
claimed that it is all luck anyway, for sales and profit in-
creases shift from one line to another; and a plan will not
help any. In some cases they are right, for a great may stores
have folded up even with a good merchandise plan. Tut these
stores have folded up not because of the plan, but because of
the way in which these plans were set up. It must be remembered
that a merchandise plan is only a means to an end, and not an
end in itself.
The dollar control, as stated earlier, gives you an
insight into a department. It tells you just what is going on
in that department in relation to dollars. It reveals the
following things, taking the department as a whole*
1. Sales
2. Inventory,
a) On hand
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b) On order
c) Incoming
3. Turnover.
4. Initial markup amount and percentage.
5. Markdowna and percentage.
6. Cumulative markup.
7. Gross margin amount and percentage.
8. Net profit.
Dollar control does not take each line or type of merchandise
singly. That is the work of the unit stock control system,
which will be taken up next.
A number of facts can be noted concerning the dollar
control. It has been found through a study of past operations
of stores that there is not a close relationship between sales
increase and net profit, as was formerly believed. It has been
shown that, though there may be an increase in sales volume,
there may be a decrease in net profit. An increase in net profit
does not necessarily mean an Increase in sales volume, as sales
volume may drop. Dollar control has brought out this signi-
ficant fact and has led to a study of the lines kept by stores.
Many stores are not now depending upon just getting an increase
In the sales volume, but they are trying to increase their net
profit
.
Dollar control i3 useful in stores planning for a
six months’ period. This plan usually starts with j^lanned
sales. Next, the amount of stock necessary to get these sales
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is planned. Then, the amount of purchase markup and markdown
are planned in order to get a reasonable estimate of the gross
margin. The necessary purchases are automatically determined
from these figures. Turnover can he gotten from this method
also.
It should he remembered in using the dollar control
method that results are never exactly as planned. The manager,
the buyer, or whoever makes up the control, must analyze past
operations in order to avoid last year’s errors and to repeat
the successes.
To show how a dollar control can be used, let us take
a hypothetical example of a store using figures for the six
months’ plan. The form is on the following page.
The form provides for last year’s figures and for
this year’s plans and actual figures. Before the season begins,
the current year’s stocks, sales, markdowns, and purchases are
planned and recorded. After each current month ends, the actual
figures are noted in the "actual" columns.
The first step, as noted before, is estimating the
sales by departments. In thi3 illustration, it is supposed that
*
$50,000.00 yearly volume is planned for a men’s wear shop,
•^21,300.00 for the first six months, and $23,200.00 for the
last six months. In the first six months, it is estimated that
sales in the suit department will be $7500,00. These sales are
then pro-rated, considering the months that are figured to have
a high volume of business and the months that are expected to
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have a low volume of "business. Since the store manager is
always interested in the amount of sales to date as compared
with the plan and also with last year
,
the accumulated not
sales are shown for each month.
The planned stock is "based on the amount of stock
which should "be on hand at the start of the month in order to
handle the planned sales. The plan takes into consideration
the amount of merchandise that v/ill "be received during the month.
This affects the end of the month stocks. Prom the "beginning
and ending stocks, the "buyer can tell what the stocks should
"be in order to make the planned 3ales. The "beginning of the
season stock is taken from the physical inventory at retail.
A certain percentage of sales should "be allowed each
l
season for markdowns. The percentage which is estimated in
advance is listed in lirve 13 and the amounts for each month in
line 8. The months are not pro-rated equally, as there are
more markdown s taken at tho end of the season than at the "be-
ginning, ’Then the actual markdown s are made, they are then
recorded in line 7. In order to determine the purchases, the
end of the month stock must first "be determined. The end of
the month figures are the same as the beginning of the month
figures for the following month. The only new "budget is at the
end of the season, and it is the esti-ate of what the stock
should "be at the time of inventory.
Purchases are gotten "by deducting the planned sales
and markdowns from the planned "beginning of month stocks and
."
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subtracting this figure fr m the planned end of month stocks.
T: is result is recoded on line 11.
The purchases, in other words, are the open to "buy.
(line 16). The course to he taken now is to change the
purchase figures from retail to cost. This is accomplished
hy multiplying the planned purchase hy 61# (cost of goods).
This gives a figure of $1007.00 open to "buy at cost (1350x.61).
But $310.00 is on order (line 17) and will arrive in liarch
,
so the open to Buy has to he revised to $597.00 ($1007.00-^1310.00)
At the end of the month, the outstanding orders-- the amounts
listed in the months in which the delivery of the goods can
he made-- can :e added at cost.
Stock and sales, purchase markup percentage, and turn-
over sho Id he included among the goals in a merchandise plan.
Stock and sales have been dealt with; markup percentage
and turnover will now he discussed.
The purchase markup percerta e is a figured from the
purchases for the period. This percentage represents the
part of the retail price which is available for final profit.
If, during the period, purchases total at retail $1899.00, the
cost of the merchandise is ,>13,293.00, the amount of ur chase
is $3450.00, nd the purchase markup is 39# on retail (line A).
Concerning turnover, if the six months retail sales for the
store are planned for j21,300.00 and t’ e average stock on
hand Is $4360.00 at retail, the turnover is 3.1# (line D)
•
After getting jthe planned figures, the next step is
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.
to record the actual figures. The figures to he recorded are s
follows
:
1. Sales - (line 6) - Sales are taken from the rronthly
summary of the daily sales sheet.
2. Beg inning of month stock - (line 3) - The first
month is the physical inventory check. The rest of the months
are the same as the end of the month stock from the preceding-
month.
3. Markdowns - (line 9) - Markdown s are taken from the
total of the markdown sheets for the month.
4. Purchases - (line 12) - Purchases come from the
invoice register.
5. End of ^onth stock - (line 15) - The formula used
to get the end of month stock is the beginning of month stock
plus purchases less sales and markdowns,
5. ? arkup on purchases - (line 19) - These are obtained
by adding the cost and retail purchases. The difference between
the cost and retail purchases is then gotten. Finally, this
difference is divided by the total retail.
It can be seen from the foregoing that the planned
and actual figures are hardly ever the same. The planned figures
are used to give the buyer an idea of whether or not he is pro-
gressing according to plan and, if he is not, the reason.
TJUIT 3TUCK CONTROL
Of what value is this control system to a buyer, and
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how can he use it to advantage? The following section will
point out sor.ie of the answers.
A good unit control system can help a "buyer learn
the following?
1. The rate of sale of merchandise.
2. The stock owned at any tine.
3. The maintaining of a "balanced and well assorted
stock.
4. The purchasing of reorder items,
5. The items that are slow selling.
6. Coming fashions and retreating fashions.
7. The determining of consumer demands,
3, The discovery of sales "by classification of mer-
chandise,
9.
The discovery of "best resources of merchandise.
10. Cheek dollar planning.
11. Check of inventory shortages.
12. The open to "buy "by items or units.
13. The method of training assistants.
Before explaining how the unit stock control system
can help a "buyer learn those things, let us see the mechanics
of operating a unit control system. Here are some examples of
t v e types of information that ust "be recorded in operating
a good control system:
1. Information for articles on hand. This infor-
mation can "be secured from inventory sheets or "by deduction -
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subtracting the number of articles sold from the last inven-
tory,
2, Information for articles ordered. This is gotten
from the buyer’s records, v/hich tell him what he has ordered,
how much he has ordered, and on what day goods were ordered,
3. . Inf ormatiori for receiving of articles. This infor-
mation can be gotten from the purchase invoice or from the
shipping room receiving sheet. It can also be secured from
the articles themselves (physical count)
,
4, Sa^es information, A record of sales can be gotten
either by checking sales slips, possibly tallies, or by check-
ing the stubs from, the articles,
5, Information from merchandise returns. 'Vhen mer-
chandise is returned, it is well to have a record of the
reasons for the return from the customer to the store and the
reason for the return from the store to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer's name is recorded in order to know the number
of returns to each manufacturer.
6, Information for price changes, dome sort of record
must be kept to show whether or not an article has been marked
up or down and the reasons for the price change. This record
should also contain the name of the person who authorized the
report. The purpose of’ the name is to give the re r son credit
for making the authorization and to have redress to the proper
party should any difficulty arise concerning the article*
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Next, we consider the manner in which the unit
control system can "be of aid.
Rato of Sale
A unit control system tells a "buyer the number of
particular articles that were sold during the past week, the
number that are still in stock, and the amount to be reordered.
In this way, the article will not be entirely sold before the/’p^-
fr-xJiJ/'uSL
ordered oods arrive. It is of little advantage to know how
many of a certain article are sold without having the rest of
the information. The buyer’s judgment is useful in judging the
number of a particular article that will be bought by the com-
munity in the coming year. By watching the weekly rate of sale
of any article, the buyer can tell when the peak has been
reached and whether or not to reorder.
Knowing Your Stock on Hand
This is another term for turnover, which is the
relationship of stock to sales. This term can best bo explained
by giving an example.
If there is an average stock of one hundred of an
Item and fifty are sold each week, the stock-sales ratio for
the week is two to one. A unit sales figure alone is of no
value, for it does not tell whether the store had enough stock
on hand to satisfy the wants of all the customers. But if the
stock and sales figures are known, the buyer knows that the
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sales figure is correct and that no sales were lost because
of lack of stock.
aintainlng Balanced Assortments
Maintaining balanced assortments means carrying
merchandise which the customers want at the right tine and
in the right quantity. The store always has the right amount
of each kind of goods so that there is never a surplus or
deficity of any one item.
The buyer usually determines along with his boss the
number of weeks’ suppler of each type of goods that is to be
on hand and on order. These figures depend upon the rate of
sales and the reorder period required to replenish the stock.
It should be noted here that the rate of sales and the reorder
period are variable and may dhange from week to week. Inter-
pretation and analysis enter into future ordering.
Not only do sales suffer if the s took is low, but
also if the article is selling out of season. The season must
be discovered as soon as possible so that suitable markdowns
may be taken to dispose of the stock.
Spotting Reorder Items or gest Sellers
The articles that are the best sellers are naturally
the ones that are reordered the most. These articles have to
be observed the most to make certain that they are still in
stock. These goods usually bring in the most profit; thus.
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there is added incentive to watch the stock.
A good unit control can tell a buyer which items
sell the fastest, when to reorder, and how much to reorder.
How can a unit control toll tine se things? Suppose
tho rate of sales is twenty per week, and the reorder period
is four weeks. The minimum stock should be four times twenty
or eighty plus a factor of perhaps another week’s supply.
This gives a total of about 100, As soon as this reorder ar-
rives, the buyer should immediately reorder again, because
it takes four weeks before the next shipment will arrive. In
this way, he will always have stock on hand. Of course, if
the sales have dropped or increased during the past four weeks,
the change must be considered in the reorder.
Knowing the Slow Moving Kerch andl so
As the unit stock record can tell which are the fast
moving items, so also can it indicate those which are slow.
Here is an example. Suppose on June 20 a store has 1000 sou-
venir American flags for the July 4th celebration. The rate
of sale is twenty-five per week until June 20th. In two weeks
they have to be sold out. At this rate, unless something is
done, tho store will have too many flags loft. But the buyer
recognizes the situation by means of hi3 stock records, and
he analyzes th6 situation carefully to see what can be done.
The trouble nay be that the advertising is no good or that the
flags are not displayed properly. whatever the cause is, the
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buyer has two weeks in which to overcome his difficulty. Thus,
stock control gives the individual an opportunity to save his
merchandise from large markdowns
.
Discovering a Corning Fashion
Defore discussing the way that a unit control system
discovers a coming fashion, it is necessary to define the word
fashion
.
Is it the same as a stylo? Fashion is an accepted
mode. Style is a node which may or may not he accepted. There-
fore, style is not necessarily fashion.
It Is possible for a buyer to discover a coming
fashion. He buys many different styles of apparel and records
these styles in the control book, ’/hen the sales on any parti-
cular style starts to increase, that style is said to be the
coming fashion. If the sales decline on a papular style, ob-
viously the style is losing its standing as a fashion. The
buyer must be able to distinguish between styles that are losing
their fashionability and those styles that are just out of
season. Fashions ordinarily last for a number of seasons grow-
ing greater and greater in demand before fading out. Thus,
the importance of a control can be seen. The buyer is better
able to judge the fashion trends of the time.
Consumer Demand
Tany buyers have been unsuccessful because they have
bought items with the idea that they will be in demand by the
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consumer s . They have found, to their dismay, that they were
wrong. If these same "buyers had unit control records, they
would have seen the facts regarding consumer purchasing; and
they would have bought what the consumers like and not what
they themselves liked.
Sales by Merchandise Glassification
In a department that has many different classifica-
tions, a total annual sales figure is useless, because it
does not indicate the amount of each type of merchandise that
is selling and the amount of each classification under each
type that is selling. Here the unit control system becomes
useful, for it puts every article in a department in a definite
classification and records the sales of each item.
As an illustration, by classifying shirts into the
different colors and styles, the buyer can tell at a glance which
is the best seller. If there are some colors, styles, or sizes
that are not selling, the unit control record will bring these
to the forefront; and the buyer can analyst the records to find
out the cause.
3est Resources
The resources that are most profitable are very im-
portant to realize. The manufacturer is only as good as the
members of his staff. The designer may go stale, or other men
in the manufacturing business may lose interest and give their
work less attention. In thi3 way, businessmen find that their
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businesses nay reach a periof of success and then decline. The
records of control nay show the rise and fall of nay businesses
by the number of* reorders given from year to year, also, this
information can be obtained by observing the record of mark-
down s of particular manufacturers. Thus, the fluctuation of
an industry can be observed from, the books.
Dollar Planning a 3 Compared With Unit Planning
_ — -— - — - - —— . .... . —
,
The six months dollar plan for a department should
be made up by estimating the unit sales of each item for the
period by months. Once more the records are needed to supply
the necessary information. The stock which the buyer wishes to
purchase depends upon the basic stock, as well as the amount
he plans to sell. Often when making such a plan, by the use
of the unit control, the buyer is over-Opt iriistic . The planned
unit sales and planned unit stock appear satisfactory, but
they are actually not so when comparing them with facts such
as the actual percentage sales increase the department has been
making. More accurate estimates can be made by planning in both
dollars and units, using one as a check against the other. This
process entails much labor; however, it is very profitable, for
it avoids many costly mistakes.
Inventory Shortages
The cause of inventory shortages are very often diffi-
cult to locate. An accurate control tells what has been sold.

The unit figures can be translated into dollars. The record
of sales can "be checked against the controller's figures. Thus
a shortage of one kind or another nay be located.
Item Open to Buy
The control office gives the dollars open to buy.
This figure must be translated into items open to buy. G-uess
work can be avoided by a good unit control sales record. To
calculate the item open to buy for a certain period, take the
difference between stock on hand and on order the first of the
period and the plan stock desired at the end of the period.
The cliff erence is added to the plan sales for the period. If
9
the ending stock is greater than the beginning stock on hand
and on order, this difference is subtracted from the planned
sales if the ending planned stock is smaller than the beginning
stock on hand and on order. For example: the beginning stock
on hand and on order equal 1000. The planned ending stock
equals 500. The planned 3ales for the period equals 000.
1000 minus 500 equals 500. The ending stock is smaller, so
subtract: 800 minus 500 equals 300 open to buy.
Training Assistant Buyers
Fere it can be seen where the unit control helps
train rood assistant buyers. In order to be a department mana-
ger, a person must be able to operate, analyze, and interpret
control records. In his training, he should be taught to inter
pret the records. His success at this task is an indication of
his capability as a buyer*
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PART V
Control Plans of Actual Stores
The problems of the small men's wear retail stores
have been discussed; however, nothing much ha3 been done to
remedy the situation. hany have claimed that the reasons for
the many failures have been poor location, inefficient manage-
ment, and the like. I believe that one reason is a lack of
some kind of adequate control system, whether it be a dollar
control or a unit stock control or both, one vihich will give
the small retailer a basis froin which to work so that lie will
not have to rely on guess work.
In order to devise a system, the systems now known
have to be explained and criticized. Part IV will cover the
control systems that have been used by different retail stores
in the past and present, first discussing the systems of depart-
ment stores, then specialty stores, and finally small stores.
By putting the theory into practice, we may be able to find out
what is the best system for a small men's wear retail store.
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1. DEPART!ITT 3T0RE3
Since the mentioning of specific department stores
is not ethical, they will have to he designated hy a letter.
Department Store A
Department store A use3 both the dollar control and
the unit control systems in their men’s wear departments. The
dollar control is the sane as that described in Part II. It
i
is the responsibility of the controller in the finance division
to see that this control is working smoothly. Each week the-
controller send the buyer a 3heet of paper called a tape. This
gives the planned and actual figures of what has been bought,
what is on hand, what is on order, and what has been received,
and the open to buy. Using these facts, the buyer is enabled
to decide what to purchase. The open to buy figure is a depart-
mental figure and not a figure on each type of merchandise.
The latter is left to the buyer’s discretion.
The unit control system of department store A is rather
unique and is worthy of note. The buyer has nothing to do with
the budget. That is the merchandise manager’s job, although the
buyer probably gives his opinion. The buyer receives the total
planned and actual figures of his department from the controller;
and, from this allotment, he buys within the limit, is possible.
The buyer plans his stock on a six month season, and
he plans to buy all the stock needed during that season at one
tine, most of the manufacturers will only fill one order during
any one season. This fact is quite significant. However, the
entire atock does not arrive at one time. It is staggered through
.'
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the season. If the buyer plans to buy a small amount of' mer-
chandise, for example, suits, and the demand is more than the
supply ordered, the department is out of luck. If the buyer
overstocks, he must get rid of the suits through sales, by
having markdowns, by transferring them to the basement, or by
selling them to an outside concern. l To suit is left from one
season to the next. It can be seen that the buyer must be well
qualified in analyzing past records, trends, and the market
potential for the future.
It should be stated here that the above plan of buying
is concerned only with men’s clothing. Men’s furnighings
—
stockings, gloves, hats, bathrobes, shirts, ties, etc.— are
bought wherever the need arises. There is no stipulation from
the manufacturers as to how many orders can be made during any
one season.
It should also be noted that there are separate records
kept for promotional merchandise, and these records are kept
according to price lines. ITo attempt is made to classify them
according to style, color, or size.
In the buyer's office of the men’s clothing department
there are panel cards, each containing information as to the
retail and cost price of certain merchandise, the style number,
the name and address of the resource, a description of the
merchandise as to 3ize and color, remarks, and the code number.
These panel cards are made out for one month periods. 2ach day
of the month is accounted for in this way. The buyer records

on it daily the amount of merchandise received, the amount on
hand, the amount sold, and the amount on order. This procedure
is carried on for the six month period. (This form will be
found on the following page.)
As each suit, jacket, or pants is placed on order,
it is immediately entered into what is known as the 'Lot
Look". (See pages 57 and 53). It will be noticed that the
men’s clothing department breaks down the classification of
suits into the following:
1.
Fabric
a. sizes
b. classifications
1. Regular
2. Short
3. Long
4. Stout
5. Short stout
6. Long stout
c
.
Store number
d. Manufacturer’s number
e. description of merchandise
f. cost and retail price
g. deliveries
h. maker
It is very significant that the records are kept by
fabric swatches and not just by description alone. The reason
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for the method is that there are many different fabrics that
cannot be described accurately; and, in order that the errors
be prevented, the buyer refers to each fabric swatch. By
seeing the actual merchandise with the description in mind,
he cannot go wrong.
On the Lot Book page is recorded the on order ship-
ments. Each suit ordered is placed next to the classification
and the size in each fabric section. As each suit is received,
it is recorded on another page similar to the one shown; and
the on order record is crossed off. 'Then the suit is sold, the
on hand figure is crossed out. If the suit is returned by the
customer, a small circle is placed above this on hand figure
which has been crossed out. This circle shows that the mer-
chandise has been put back into stock. If the store returns
the suit to the manufacturer, a blocked-in square is drawn
directly on the one hand figure. The on order figure is
circled in order to indicate that the merchandise was shipped
back to the manufacturer. In this manner, there is a record
showing just where each suit is at every moment. The wonderful
part of this record is that the buyer can tell at a glance the
information on any kind of a suit. For example, if a certain
grey tweed suit sells mostly in sizes 36 to 40 in regulars and
longs, the buyer knows that the next time he must buy mostly
these sizes. If the same suit sells in s toi.it s and. long stouts
in sizes 44 to 50 and does not sell very well in the other
sizes, then the buyer refers to his records and knows at a glance
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how to reorder. In the same manner, a suit which does not sell
well can be indicated on the records, so that the buyer does not
reorder. All these facts can be gotten very easily and can thus
facilitate purchasing.
This Lot Book, however, does not give the sales record
from day to day. It does not show that a particular suit has been
sold and does not give the daily and monthly 3ales according to
price lines. Also, the buyer cannot use it to tell what stock
was on hand or on order and the sales in pieces for any given
month. For this information, the buyer must keep three other
reports. They are the daily report on sales; the daily report
on sales by pried lines; and the recapitulation of stock on hand,
on order, and sales in pieces.
In order to make up the Daily Report on sales, the
buyer receives at the close of every working day tally slips
from each salesman. ( a. Daily Report can be found on page 61.
)
Tally slips show the number of sales the salesman made, the
price line of each item, and the type of item sold. ( An illus-
tration of a tally sheet can be found on page 62.) The buyer
then records the sales in code on the daily report, noting the
department, the date, and. the weather conditions. In analyzing
the daily report, if there is an increase or decrease in sales,
weather conditions of former years are checked with the present
date to see weather influenced the rate of sales.
This daily report is kept by the buyer, but the tally
slips are sent by him to the controller to give the controller
a record of the sales and of the salesmen.
i.fter the buyer makes out the daily sales report in
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code, he makes out his daily report by price lines, (See page
64,) This report gives the department number, a description
of the merchandise, the month, and the year. The buyer checks
the stubs each day after the store closes, (See page 65,)
The stubs, which are attached to each piece of merchandise
that has been sold, are brought to the buyer by the salespeople.
The buyer records the stubs according to the price lines in
which they fall,
by using this system of recording sales by total
merchandise and by price lines, the buyer always knows exactly
how much has been sold during the day and the price lines that
are selling the best. The buyer can also tell which days of the
week are best and which part of the month is best, and he can
plan his coming year accordingly. In this system of Depart-
ment Store A, very little is left to chance, Dearly everything
is recorded.
Tills system of two daily reports has the advantage of
being a cross check. For example, if a salesman forgets to
remove or loses the stub from the suit sold, the daily report
by price lines will not correspond to the daily report on sales.
The buyer can then check for errors and, in this way
,
correct
the mistake. In the same way, if the salesman forgets to record
his sales on a tally but returns the stub, his error can be
found and corrected in time. If a salesman forgets both the
stub and the tally record, the buyer will discover the error,
though with a little more difficulty; because the sales slips
are sent to the controller’s office, where they are checked
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against the tally slips. If there is any discrepancy, the "buyer
is notified. Thus, the mistake is rectifie '
.
At the end of the month, the "buyer takes a recapitu-
lation of the past month in sales, stock on hand, and the stock
on order. This is done on what is known as the ’recapitulation
renort’. (See page 67.) The sales are recorded for "both the
nresent year and the preceding year. In this way, the "buyer
can see how well he fared this year so far as compared with
last year. All recordings are made by orice lines.
This report gives the buyer and the merchandise manager
a first hand record telling how the department is doing, and it
gives them a chance to correct any errors.
3y these methods, a buyer can tell at all times just
what is going on in his department, and he knows the products
that are selling the best. *Ae always knows his open to buy;
for the controller’s office sends him a weekly report, which is
a tape telling kin the planned figures for the week, the actual
figures, and the open to buy.
a change in trends, style, color, or fabric can be
seen at any time in the Lot look. Days of high sales can be
seen in the daily report sheet on sales, and trends in price
lines can be gotten from the daily report sheet on price lines.
Even though this system seems infallible, tie depart-
ment has other checks on the system. Every month the buyer him-
self takes a physical stock count to see if the on hand figure
is correct, and every six months a regular physical inventory
is taken.
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The one thin,; that is hw r rl to liscover is whether or
not an aritcle which is missing is a shortage. Usually there
is a clerical error involved. For instance, i snort jacket
is ret rned by a cus tone r to the floor manager, who makes out
a credit and charges the department for the jacket; hut some-
times the floor manager makes a mistake and charges it to the
suit department and not the sportswear department. The sport
jacket is then returned to the sportswear department where it
is put hack on the rack. The result is an overage in the
sports-pear department and a shortage in the suit department.
Since a stock count is taken every month, the overage and
the shortage can not he discovered until the next count.
The sportswear department, considering this mistake to he an
overage, will tig; to liscover the cause, usually to no avail;
for, in this case, a correction is difficult to make. T^e
same situation arises when tra sfers are credited to the
wrong department
. But
,
as has been pointed out, errors re
usually discovered in the long run. actual shortage runs less
than 1%,
In this syster
,
the buyer has no control in marking
the merchandise. Marking is dane by the marking department,
which is under the supervision of the merchandise manager.
This method makes it very difficult for a salesman on the
selling floor or the buyer himself to ark and sell goods at
any price hut the actual retail price.
.^11 narkdowns and i arkups h^ve to he authorized by the
merchandise manager. These narkdowns are taken toward the end
of a season in order to jet rid of the surplus merchandise.
•
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If the roods are not sold after the markdown
,
they are eit' er
narked up and transferred to a different department or sold to
another store. There ar* hardly any warkdowns or markups taken
during the early and middle season, except after a special sale.
If the merchandise is damaged or shopworn, it is marked down.
Because t v ere is a close check on all merchandise, vey fern mark-
downs or markups are made.
As can he seen, in this system no man is indispensable.
Each executive ^as some knowledge of the other executives’ jobs,
so that one can take the other’s nlace.
Ihe men’s furnishing section of Department Store A
also uses the dollar control and the unit control systems.
The dollar control tells the buyer how much he is o jen to buy,
but the buyer has complete authority as to v/hat merchandise he
will buy. It is similar to the dollar control system described
earlier. The unit control control system is a rather complicated
affair here; for there are records of merchandise according to
style, color, size, classification, and price. Records of each
day’s sales are kept, and daily records are made out and sent to
t’n e controller.
The difference between this unit control system and
the system in the men’s clothing department is th t reorders
can be made any time the need arises. A closer check on the
merchandise is needed, since there are so many articles listed
in the men’s furnishings department, with 30 many styles, colors,
sizes, and prices in each classification. bince the unit sales
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ore ^renter in this department than in the other, t o "buyer
has to keep a constant lookout to see that there is enough
Merchandise in stock. If the stock is running low. it rust
be replenished imv ediately.
In this ays ten, a great many detailed records sre in-
volved., thus entailin^ a _reat ^eal of clerical work . There
is a reat deal of exner.se and work involved. Further ex-
v-<
nlanat ‘on is not necessary, since this system. is too compli-
cated for use in a small ^ en 1 s wear store.
Since Department stores B and G have systems similar to
Department dtore A, differ in_ only slightly in form, there
is no need to discuss them.
DIFAhT' EFT oTcPZS D
At first appear ance it seems that Department Store
D is taking many risks in the men’s clothing department. In
tl is lap irtna cut, ther.e is no unit stock control sys tm®
,
alt'- •••
there is an elaborate dollar control sys ter... The dollar con-
trol system is taken care of by the controller's office. In
t'is office, as in the first department store mentioned, a
weekly tame is taken in or'er to tell the buyer -hat is open
to buy, the planned dollar figures, •m-’ the actual dollar fig-
ures. Planned figures are secured in conjunction with the mer-
chandise 'ana_ r and the buyer.
Thereafter, the buyer uses his own discretion as to
t 1-? items and the amount of each iter to Purchase.
The only unit control recor •. this J epar t^emt keeps
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.
is the recording of all incoming merchandise. This infor-
mation is secured from the shipning’ tickets on the packages.
This hook plus a record ;f all the returns hy the depart-
ment to the manufacturer are the only records kept. Ho
record is kept on daily sales; therefore, the buyer does not
know the kind of merchandise or the amount of each kind that
has been 3old.
How is the merchandise on hand determined? ‘he
only method is a continuous stock count, and that is exactly
what is being done, ^ach day the buyer takes an inventory
of the merchandise that is on the floor. TV. e merchandise is
arranged according to price lines, and then according to
size, with no regard for type of material or color.
The question arises as to when to reorder, or what
merchandise is selling we11. The buyer must have a good
memory to know exactly what he put on the floor, so that he
can tell at a glance what merchandise has been selling. For
example, if, on checkin^, the buyer notices that size 36 is
runninu short, he uses his receipt book to see the type of
merchandise that was purchased in size 36. He then checks
what is left on the racks, Hy comparing the merchandise
delivered and the merchandise on hand, and subtracting the
latter from the former, he knows what merchandise in size 36
has been selling. Tn this way, ho reorders. Hut no infor-
mation is available concerning the amount of merchandise
sold on a certain day or the type sold at any given period.
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A tally system has been in effect, but without
results. -L’he reason is this: In order to have a tally
system, the salespeople have to record the type of nerchan-
disethey sold, the amount of eac’ kind, the color of each
type, and the pried of each piece. The buyer has not yet
been able to get the salespeople to practice this method.
Lost of the salespeople have been working at this store for
a good many years and have never bothered to make a notation
of this information on the tally sheet. They now do not be-
lieve that the process is important, or they just forget. The
only notation that is made is the number of items and the
price of each.
If each person put down the toal amount of sales and
returned the tally to the buyer, the buyer would be able to
figure the number of sales for the department during the day.
But, there is another inefficiency in the system. Even though
the clerks have been given adequate directions, a few of
them always manage to forget to return the tally to the buyer'
office before the assigned tine, or they wait until the next
day and send the tally directly to the controller's office.
Some forget to return the tally until it is too late, a
lack of a good tally system causes inefficiency in the depart-
ment and in the store itself. If the store trains the per-
sonnel properly, the system can be made to work and to func-
tion adequately.
In the case of new merchandise which is put on the

floor for the- first tine, a very close check is kept to deter-
mine whether or not there is a demand for the goods. Since
there are no records upon which to rely, the buyer must spend
a great deal of his time keeping a constant vigil; thus, the
importance of good records can be seen.
In buying staple goods, t^e buyer usually orders
80% of the season's requirements and then reorders when the
need arises. This method is better than that of Department
Store A, because A does not reorder.
Ho system is used for returned merchandise by the
customer. Th.e buyer does not see the merchandise when it is
returned, and he has no knowledge of the incident. Refunded
merchandise is brought to the floor manager, who makes out
a credit slip and sends that to the controller's office,
where it is credited to the department. The floor manager
places the suit on the rack, and the issue is forgotten.
Therefore, the buyer has no knowledge of the transaction.
This is a poor policy; for the buyer should know the reason
for the return of the goods. He should know whether or not
the _oods are damaged, misfits, poorly tailored, or even
whether or not the goods meet the tastes of the consumer.
L he latter is very important; for, if a number of such in-
cidents occur, the buyer knows, naturally, not to reorder.
The system of this store does not give the buyer
enough information on the customers' personal attitudes
towards the goods.
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A recor"3
,
however, is kept on ill returns with a
statement for the reasons. Most of the roods returned iue to
a flaw in t K e manufacture are noticed at the tine t’-at the mer-
chandise has "been receive!. These goods can he returned to the
maker, and credit can he receive !.
Sven though this department has no unit control, it
has always teen a very crofitable one. This fact can he attrib-
uted to the buyer, and to hin alone. lie has worked at the store
for thirty-seven years and knows just what people want, and he
plans accordingly. He refers to last year’s dollar figures and
then at the present economic trend to determine the amount of
reorder. His ability to buy is based on his years of experi-
ence and from Ms observance of the trends in styles, color,
and the like. The fallacy in this system is that he cannot
determine during a season any type or style change, since there
are no records to show w'at has been 3old. This can best be
illustrated by using last year’s style change in topcoats as
•X) example. This change was from the standard t"pe topcaats
to the three ’-ray toncoats- zin-in lined, water reuellent, stan-
dard tailored. Because Mere was no indie at" on of the sudden
change from the re Mar topcoats to the new type, this lepart-
ment was overloaded at the end of the season. They had to sell
them to the basement in order to get the merchandise off the
books
.
Another falling in this type o:° system is that the buy-
er is indispensable. If he should hawpen to take sick or to re-
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tiro, there is no one available who knows enough a"bout the *ob
to carry on. a reat deal of tine and expense nay he lost in
installing a new 1 uyer.
Another fault is that the system requires the "buyer to
rerain on the floor a good leal of the t im.e checkins the gaols.
He should he devoting nuch of his tire to other activities, such
as analyzing sales to determine trends, checking last year’s
promotional sales, and ietermining tie significance of all changes#
The Elen’s furnishings section is a different department;
and, therefore, it has a different buyer, he has so r.any units
to control that records are essential. Complete records are
Vent as to size, color, classification, style and price.
?. C.-iiir SPECIALTY itore
Chain Specialty Store A
In Chain Specialty Store A, the merchandise plan is
run on slightly different basis. In the department stores, the
dollar control limits the amount of merchandise that the buyer
in the men’s clothing and men’s furnishings departments can buy,
thus making the unit stock control plan subordinate to the dol-
lar ~lan. The reverse is true in this chain specialty store.
Here the unit stock control is made out first, and t uen, the dol-
lar control. The unit stock control, is broken into price ranges;
rimd the total is added up, thus giving t’*e dollar amount. This
dollar amount is then put into the dollar control and worked ex-
actly like any other dollar control.
In t‘ is chain specialty store . the merchandise m.ana er is
i.
.
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the controller. He confutes thearaount to be bought for each
branch of the chain and relays the information to the central
buyers. All records are kept by the merchandise manager, in-
cluding all daily reports sent from each branch. If the finan-
cial ley rtnent bales at his figures, he reviews the figures
with the buyers; and if the buyer is in agreement wit v> ' im, the
figures remain. The buyers make periodical checks of each
branch.
The Important factor concerning the chain specialty
men’s wear stores is that there is usually enough money to fi-
nance th9 purchase of all merchandise. If there is not enough
,
money in the chain, the chain’s central office borrows. Tv is
system cannot be carried out in the dapartment store, as the
buyer is given a certain budget allowing only a little variation*
At the beginning of the season the buyers in this chain usually
buy 60% of the actual amount needed during a season, and they
fill in later. The interesting feature about the chain special-
ty store is that merchandise which does not sell in one branch
of the chain is transferred to another store where it may sell
better
.
There are no records retained in any of the branches
of the chain specialty stores. Every day the store manager fills
out a daily report summarizing the sales of the day, and he
sends this report to the central office. Also, he sends, all
the duplicate sales checks of the day, without any kind of
summary of them. The duplicate sales checks are recorded on
loose leaf cards, which represent a style control. Each
one of these loose leaf cards is representative of another
..•
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style. The Gird recor la the followin ':
1. The cost and roto.il prices of the rerc’^ar 'Twe
.
2. The resource from diich tv e ~ ere 1 ndxse care.
3. x description of the merchandise.
4. mhe manufacturer's lot number.
5. The amount of merchandise received.
6. The manner and place that the merchandise was
iis trihuted.
'Then the merchandise is received, the rain office
records it on the style card; and w’~en the merchandise is dis-
tributed, it is also recorded. .'hen t’~e branch sells t v>e mer-
chandise and returns the sales check to the n»ain office, the
merchandise manager's office Trams a line t^rou h the section
tellin where the ,'?rc': endive was shinned
.
The dally sales report is recorded in the dollar
control from which a tone is made eac v ^oek and sent to the
buyers. This tells ter what the planned and actual figures
are, and -^at the open to buy is. The store manager usually
has no say in the matter, and he has to accent all the merchan-
dise that is sent to him. "f'en the store manager receives a
package from the manufacturer, there are two copies of the voucher
on the package • ^he stare manager then sends one copy to the
rain office to show that he h r s received the package and to
char e u ir with the merchandise. The other copy is kent within
the "’tore. If the '-eve'- an-’ is e is being transferred from t is
stare to another, the store manager mikes out a voucher in
..
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quadriplicate, une is ke-'t in the store to "balance the original
voucher, and one is sent to the main office to show that the
mdi.se was trasferred to another branch. This lances
the original voucher. The other two vouchers are 3ent with the
package to the other store. The other store, in turn, sends
one of then to the rain office to show that the merchandise was
received, ani the other one is kept in the store for reference.
Then the main office receives this latter receipt from the
branch store, the office credits the first store with the goods
ani charges the second store with the receint of t v,e goods.
Thus, there is a triple check, so that the rain office always know
where the merchandise is located at all tines. It should be
noted here that this system would not be of use in any other
type of store except in chain.
There is no monthly check on merchandise. Merchandise
i3 counted at the end of every six month period, and from thi3
a shorto ure is obtained. Markdowns are taken at any tine
on merchandise that is not worth keening. The record of m.ark-
^o-’ws is kept at the r ain of fice.
Unlike Department Store A, this chain specialty store
keens its merchandise from one period to the hext, since there
are not "any style changes in the basic articles from year to
year, ""hat is goo-’ one year is good the next. ’Vinter suits are
sold durin_ the summer, becaus? some ^eople buy winter suits all
ye r rather than 3pend extra r.oney for seasonal outfits, of
course, in the summer the summer suits are more pror in ntly dig-
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played than the winter ones.
If merchandise is unwanted, a sale is launched after
the peak of the season. Sales are not too numerous, since t 1 e
policy is to keen merchandise from one season to the next.
In men’s furnishings, all classifications are accor-
din to style. Again, no records except vouchers are kept in
the "branches, "because each sale is recorded and then sent to the
main office alow with the 3ales decks. All records are keot in
t v'e main office under the headings of the different styles.
Under these headings are the su"b -headings of color, size, price,
etc. All this information is recorded from the voucher. ’Then
the merchandise is sold, everything except size is obtained from
+die sales slip.
The store manager keens a "box inventory. This is kept
"by placing the stock into "boxes according to style and size.
’Then a box is empty, the store manager records this lack of a
size or style and sends the information alon to the central
office. In this way, t ; ^e buyer knows the number of items sold
and the nrice value of the ite~s
;
thus, he has the dollar figures
and unit figures.
Chain Specialty Store 3
In Chain Specialty Store 3
,
the system is similar to
t’-e one ’escribed above. Just about the same policy is used.
The main difference is the fact that this chain specialty store
u ets its main business from charge accounts; therefore, the
sales sli^s are different. In this store, the salesman has to
*.
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recor" the customer 1 s nay e and address so that the customer
car he hilled for the r^rchar -lise . dalesmen must record the
inform ation without error on the sales slins, as is obvious
.
The unit control sys ter is nearly the same, as is t’- e 'ollar
control system.
d. 3PBCI.S.LTY JT^RLd
Specialty Store A
In each store so far discussed, a dollar control
was used, for the buyers believed that it is essential to
knows the dollar open to buy, the markdown percentage, the
amount of shortages, and other suc v infor v-at ' on . Tith this in-
formation, the store can compare actual figures with Planned
figures. In this soecialty store, however, an entirely ifferert
system, is in effect.
Specialty Store A does not have a dollar control. It
runs no sales; it takes no markdown s except vf en it sells rer-
c’ an-ise to another store; and it keeps no records of shortages.
Yet, it has a very simple but comnlete unit stock control sys-
tei
,
one which is simple and inexpensive to operate.
This store „ets its information of what is on hand,
what is on or'er, "'hat has been received, and what has been
said fror uu e swatch or Lot Look. This book is similar to the
one '"'escribed in Department 3tore A in these respects; % smatch
of the materia^ is pasted into a book; and, next to it, is re-
corded the store lot number, the manufacturer's lot number, t v e
rodel, the retail price, the cost price 'in co-e), the type of
finish of the material, the date Ve season opened, the sale
*.
r.
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price, and ^he on hand figures at the beginning of the ner'od.
3elow this is recorded the date the ™~rchandise '-/as received, the
style of the merchandise (regular, short, long, stout), the sizes
of each style, the amount of merchandise received, and the amount
of merchandise sold. The last two facts are figured at the
end of the season.
’Then goods are ordered, a l!ne is drawn next to tv e
style and the size of that style. "Then the goods are received,
the :1a te is noted, and the line next to 'he stj^ie and size re-
ceived is encircled. r’hen the ;oods are sold, a line is drawn
through the first line. In this way, the buyer knows at all
tires what is on hand, what is on order, and what has iee n soil.
The ’sold’ line is entered by the buyer at the end of each work-
in
_
lay. This information is obtained from the sales slips.
The salesmen fill out sales clips in triplicate,
one for tv e customer, one for the office, and one for the buyer.
The buyer uses the slins as the basis of stock control. The
salesmen have been trai ned to record everything accurately, thus
makinu it sir-pier for the buyer. All he has to "o is fill in the
’ sold’ line
.
Since the buyer in t T, e T-en's clothing department of
this men’s T e r store is always on the floor selling, he has
a good idea of 1. at is ~ e i n
_
sold; and he orders accordingly.
This particular store has the reputation of hnvin fine ’’•erchan-
dise, so that the buyer has to select goods of high quality.
His resources happen to be esneciaally busy, an" tv ey "o not
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accept reorders during the season* x1his condition is chan-
ging now, however*
The buyer has not had to worry about trends and
the like, for all the merchandise is basic.
It is this buyer’s opinion that, in a store selling
goods of high unit price, customers’ preferences can be changed.
He believes that men will buy suits even though the suits are
not exactly what the men had in mind. ihe quality is the most
ir 'ortant thing to most of the customers, h'or example, this
year a manufacturer requested that the store try to sell
some 0 rey suits. lien a customer requested a blue suit, the
salesman asked him if he would prefer the color 0rey. The
salesman explained that grey is a basic color and is always
in Oood taste, 0,0% of the men eventually bought the grey
suit. The buyer claims that a man will not shop around very
much, especially if he wishes to buy a high priced suit. He
can be persuaded to change his mind on his choice of a suit.
Tv e customers, of course, must have confidence in the store.
The buyer also claims that the same principle
applies to the selection of material. Usually, a man does
not know quality of material; but he will rely upon the
judgment of the salesman if he has confidence in the store.
This specialty store does not have any promotional
sales, so that no records of markdown s or special merchandise
have to be kept. Since they sell a very small amount of
suits to other stores, they do not believe it is necessary to
keep a record of the markdowns. ^arkdowns are estimated to be
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less than of 1;£,
As for the records, the men 1 s clothing department
keeps a daily unit sales control hook. In this "book, sales
are recorded by classification (suits, spectator suits, top-
coats, tuxedos, overcoats) and by lairs. The buyer knows
just what has been sold on each day, but he can not tell what
style has been sold,
r
^he style information has to be gotten
from the swatch book.
The men's furnishing department is also run by
a unit control system according to the following classifica-
tion:
1, Shirts - control by color, size, sleeve length,
cloth, french cuff, and plain cuff.
2, Ties - control by prices onl~ - no control by
color or style, because there are too many of
each,
31 oftoes - control by style, size, color, price,
4, Sport shirts - control by size (small, medium,
large, extra large), color, style, and price,
5, Pajamas - control by sizes (A,J3,C,D, and E).
6, Underwear - control by sizes. -one style and one
price,
7, Stockings - control by sizes, material, length
(short and long), too many colors to bother with
- one price.
That is an outline of the control. Reorders are
frequently made, only basic stock is kept; therefore, there
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are no clearance sales.
4. SI. -JL 1131' ' 3 7, -R 3^33 .>
In gathering information, I visited five small wen * s
wear stores in the suburbs of Boston and discovered that not
one had a control system. The owner's claim that all of t v e
merchandise is basic stock, ;n l ^ost of the merchandise is
,
~’en , s furnishings with a small amount of men's clothing;
therefore, it is not necessary to keep a control system. The
managers are oh the floor most of the time, and they know the
merchandise pretty well. Although no records are kept except
vouchers and sales records, they keen a box control by sizes
in the men's furnishings department; and they reorder when a
box is emnty.
There are orobably one of two reasons for the lack
of a control system. Either the buyers do not understand how
to run such a system, or the operation of a system is too costly
and too involved. ’Then the buyers of some stores were questioned
concerning a unit control system, they were very vague in t^e ir
*
replies. They indicated that they knew very little about the
subject. A different _;roup of buyers confessed that t^ey used
a unit control system, out without success. It had involved
far too ^ uch tire in supervision and bookkeeping; too much money
^as been snent, and nrofits had not increased to any great ex-
tent
.
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This final section -rill atterpt to analyze t v 'e find-
ings ar
'
1 recommend a merchandise control system whicl will "be
suited to a snail men 1 - wear store. This system -'ill have to
he fairly simple; for a complex vlan is not appropriate for
this type of store, w) id a s limited finances and limited nan
power
.
[on's Clothii'p,
1. A swatch hook s’ ouTd he used for each classi-
fication of ’ erchandise. (See payee 57 and 50.) This hook is
similar to the Lot Look used hy Department .Store A. 3y classi
fic tion is i~eant suits, topcoats, overcoats, rdncoats and
sportswear. By lookin^ at each section of the pav.e w ich has
the scratches of material on it, the buyer can tell at a glance
what is on hand, what is on order, what was sold, etc. The
buyer can tell at any time what the open to buy is, what is
sellin^
,
what mere andise needs to he marked down, what ’''er-
chandise to reorder
,
what not to reorder, and w ! at the style
trend *s. All the information that he needs can he gotten
from this hook. It should he noticed that the styles do not
change a ^reat deal in men’s cloth in*
;
so the buyer ust ob-
serve mostly the color preferences, single or double breasted
suit preference, and material preference. If ’^e knows those
three "references, t Vien he wi 1 1 be better ecu 4 p^ed to or-'er
.

2
.) Triplicate sales checks s’-.ou? ' 1 e made. (dee
pa e 87.) Since, in most of t^ese stores, tv -re is a "book-
keeper, it is advisable to r-ake sales slips out in tripl' cate-
one for t^e customer, one for t r, e "bookkeeper to keep a dollar
recor 1 of ssles, an s one for the buyer for his unit control
system. Each sales c’^eck s." ould contain t- e fallowing infor-
^ a 1 1 on
:
a. quantity of merchandise sold.
b. Style number of merchandise.
c. de sc riot ion of v '"rc^andise .
d. .Size
.
e. Classification (regular, short, lon^).
f. Price.
If all these things are correctly7 recorded, tie buyer mill
have an easy time c v eckin 4 the merchandise sold.
•3.) A daily sales record should be recorded, "by the
buyer according to the number of suits, topcoats, overcoats,
raincoats, and jackets sol’. (See nape 61.) This book can
list sales of the sa^e day of the orevious years on the same
nape
,
so that the buyer can tel? at a glance whether or not
he is increasing or decreasing his volume of business. He
can also tell m at classification is increasing or decreasing,
jy knowin_ these facts, the buyer is better equinped to buy.
4.) Ticket stubs are optional, depen dinj anon whether
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or not f '9 "buyer r!.s’’e? to check the accuracy of the sales- an.
If, for instance, the "buyer notices a stub that ^ oes not corres-
pond to the information
_
iven on the sales check, he can "bring
this atter to the sales' an 1 s attention. If the salesman is
not able to correct the error, the buyer can check the rack un-
der the nrice and size ranges. If the salesman is at fault,
he is rore likely to record the information accurately in the
future
.
.is previously state", this system of stub control 4 s
optional: because, if salesmen have been trained to record the
correct information on eac sales slip, they wi 1 1 not he apt
to make mistakes. "Vith a reliable sales force, this method is
eroly an added exrense and a "raste of tine.
If the buyer has the information recorded, in the
lot or the smatch hook .and in the daily sales book record,
and, in addition, information as to the length of reorder period,
he can keen a jood check on his merchandise.
Hen *3 Furnishings
1.) A classification book should be used. Eac" page of
this book s'°oull be headed by the name of the ite-. Some of
the facts t> at have to be Irno'vn under the different classifi-
cations are as follous
:
a. Shirts
(1) Date
(2) Item - cloth
(3) Lanuf acturer
•
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(4) Cos t (12) ileeve length
(5) Retail (13) un hand
(6) Markup (14) On order
(V) Style (15) Received
(3) Plain cuff (16) Gross sales
(9) French cuff (17) Credits
(10) Color (13) Net sales
(11) Size
If shirts witl french cuffs are not carried by this store, or
if there is only one type of cloth carried, naturally, these
items that are not in stock would not appear in the classifi-
cation "book. If all of the headings listed are required,
however, .-ore than one page would hove to "be used for each-
classification, for example, if the store has mor than
one type of cloth, such as "broadcloth and madras, two pages
in the cl issif ication "book would "be used, one for each fabric 0
Each pa^e can t 1 en "be "broken into to factors listed above.
In this way, the buyer can see immediately which shirts are
sellin^ best and which shirts need to be reordered. All
the information that the buyer will want concerning the
shirts will be easily available, (dee page 90,)
b. Ties - The best way that ties can be recorded
is by price, because there are too '-any different colors to
list. Classifying ties by colors would entail too rue!
time and effort. Thus, it can be seen that the price method
is superior.
i't
<e
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c. Shoes
(1) Style
(2) Size
(3) Color
(4) price
if shoes were recorded in t^is manner, the "buyer would have
enough information to keep a satisfactory check on the mer-
chandise.
d. Sport shirts
(1) Size - small, medium, large, extra lar^e
(2) Price - A great leal of information is not re-
quired, because this is a seasonal item. It is necessary
to know the price range that sells the best and the size that
sells the best.
e. Pajamas
(1) Size
(2) Price
(3) Color - Color is not actually necessary here
since there ire so many of them.
f. Underwear
(1) Size
(2) Price
There is usually one basic style and one basic color in men's
underwear in most stores; therefore, both of these classifica-
tions are unnecessary
.
g. Stockings
(1) Size

92
(2) Price
(3) Clothe
(4) Lengths
The color is not necessary to record, for there re too many
varieties
.
h. Belts
(1) Size
(2) Price
If these classifications are recorded accurately and kept up
to date, the buyer will have all the information necessary
in running the men's furnishings department.
In the classification book, the buyer should keep
this information on each of the articles recorded: t~e on
hand figures, sales, received, on order, and total.
2
. ) Triplicate sales checks should he used, Tv e
reasons for keeping a triplicate sales check are the same as
rn
those mentioned on page Bl. xhe sane sales checks can be
used as those previously describe 1 on page 31. There should
be a slight change in the form, however. There should be
an empty soace on these sales slips for t^e purpose of record-
ing any additional information that is miscellaneous.
In 3 tores of this type, the buyer usually orders
for both departments; and
,
therefore, he v/ould take care of
the sales 3lips from both departments. So, sales slips can
be intermingled.
3.) T'e daily sales report should be kept. The
reasons are the same as those on page 33.
.(-
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Tli is thesis lias dealt with the problems of tlie
3nail men's wear stores and the theoretical model stock “"Ians.
The purpose was to show exactly 'That the merchandise control
is and what information a buyer or a merchandise manager can
obtain from a system, I attempted to analyse all parts of
the merchandise control in order to giver the reader an in-
sight as to what this system involves. Dollar control and
unit stock control were discussed, it was stated that dollar
control contributes the following information: sales, inven-
tory, turnover, initial markup amount, initial markup percen-
tage, markdowns, markdown oercentaw e, cumulative markup,
gross margin amount, and t ross margin percentage. I also
tried to show what the merchandise plan is in dollars, and
what the monthly open to buy involves. Unit stock control
was then taken up. It was stated that a unit stock control
system contributes the' following information: what merchan-
dise to order, in what quantity and at -.’hat prices; good sales
promotion
;
changing demand, such' as the rise and decline of
importance of a color; the maintaining of assortments for the
customers’ best selection; the slow selling items; and the
reliability of the resources.
In Part V., there was a description of the merchan-
dise controls used in department stores, chain specialty
i
stores, specialty stores, and small men s wear stores. Each
store discus 3ed has shown a profit by the use of their sys-
tems. One has both t' e dollar control and the unit control
systems with the dollar control predominant; one has only the
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dollar control system with no visual record of a unit stock
control system; another has both the dollar control and the
unit control systems with the unit control predominant j and,
finally, another has no definite controls at all.
This final section was an attempt to recommend a
merchandise control system which will benefit the buyer of
a small men’s wear store. I have attempted to construct a
system of control whic v is compact, easy to operate, and
inexpensive. The system is a unit control and not a dollar
control. It i3 my opinion that the buyers can get as much
information from a unit control as from a dollar control
and more. Additional pertinent facts can be secured: what
to order, how much to order, and when to order.
The buyer of a small men’s wear store does not have
to apportion any monej to the men’s clothing or the men’s
furnishings section before buying. He checks to see what he
needs to order, whether it be in the men's clothing section
or in the furnishings section. Therefore, a dollar control
is not needed; for, a dollar control is used mainly to appor-
tion money among a number of departments or, as in a chain,
a number of stores.
Having both a dollar control and a unit control
for such a small operation would entail a largo amount of
work. The buyer, himself, would have to devote a great deal
of time at clerical work; or else, another person would
have to be hired. Oince the operation is small, the pro-
nosed unit control system is adequate.
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Since the buyer is on the floor most of the time,
and since t^e operation is small, the system used has to be
very simple and easy to operate. This proposed system is
the most suitable.
I have tried to remove all guessvrork and substi-
tute facts. It is my hope that this control system v/ill
be of aid in running a small men’s wear store on a success-
ful basis
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